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What if you could use software to design hardware? Not only any hardware--visualize specifying the
behavior of a complicated parallel computer, sending it to a chip, and having it operate on that chip--all
without the manufacturing? When you deploy it to the FPGA, it instantly takes on the behavior that you

defined. With Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), you can style such a machine together with your
mouse and key pad. Want to create something that behaves like a display driver integrated circuit? With

Make: FPGAs, you'll figure out how to breakdown problems into something that can be solved on an FPGA,
style the logic that may run on your FPGA, and hook up electronic parts to create finished projects. Or your

own Bitcoin miner That you can do all of this with FPGAs. Because you're not writing programs--rather,
you're developing a chip whose sole purpose is to accomplish what you tell it--it's quicker than anything you

can do in code. How about a CPU with an instruction established you dreamed up?

continue reading

Not for hardcore FPGA programmers - Great for the Novice Don't expect to figure out how to write RTL
equipment descriptions from this book. Do have a much a complete instruction to using the Xilinx ISE
development environment and several different Xilinx FPGA structured boards.I would like the author to
produce a revision with the help of a good editor and a person who the author considers the perfect reader to
help better organize the info. "Make: FPGAs" will not attempt to switch you into a specialist in using
software and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to create special-function hardware. Great
publication, though it doesnt cover newer fpga architectures like the Zynq or Vivado it does a great work of
explaining how to begin and has some fun projects.) and is easy to follow I didn't buy this book through
Amazon, but easily had, I would be returning it for a refund.It's almost as though the author ran out of time
to write web pages 85 and beyond, and merely published his "cliff notes" for all those parts. Good book, but
you will want additional resources.There is some good information, it is just not well organized. All
firmware that you build and load into hardware is already written. I'd be pleased to help. I've found several
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typos, the writer is apparently puzzled assumptions about the reader therefore elementary conditions he
defines while various other more advanced terms are assumed. As such it really is full and accurate.Cons:
was not proofread completely and some of the ideas arent connected good. You might have to supplement
with youtube to obtain the most out of it. I would suggest "Advanced Chip Design This book uses multiple
boards for illustration, and does not exceed the examples which come with the boards. I promptly return the
reserve. If you want to find out Verilog, I would recommend "Advanced Chip Design, Practical Examples in
Verilog" instead. Or even free content articles such as this one: [.. Left me wanting more depth Typical
Produce: publication.]. For FPGA boards, this Xilinx board includes required (English) docs: XC6SLX9
Starter Table,Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA (find it on flea bay). Five Stars Great A good introduction to working
with Field Programmable Gate Arrays This book has a very straightforward goal, and it meets that goal well.
The reserve is simply a guide to compiling and loading this firmware into FPGA gadgets.I would
recommend you try another FPGA publication, if you don't can afford to pay for a 1/3-usable one." David
Romano, the author, shows several consumer-affordable ($29.The first third of the book (84 pages) produce
perect sense, is helpful, and is easy to check out. The projects range from a simple rate of recurrence divider,
to a Bitcoin miner, and a software-described radio (SDR). The program for the projects, in the meantime,
can be downloaded from GitHub. The publication requires a clear, step-by-step approach to each project and
will be offering many illustrations, screenshots and photographs.(My because of O'Reilly Mass media for
providing an assessment copy. Readable and understand.95 to $200) FPGA advancement boards and then
explains the design flow necessary to work with them effectively.You start with web page 85, and nearly
through the finish of the book there is nearly nothing being said that pertains to anything said before, or is
anything apart from disjointed information that might have been pulled from some datasheet or tutorial
somewhere. A Revision, with a good Editor, Would be Appreciated This book has the right information
regarding some Xilinx FPGAs, but it needs some serious editing. I really don't get it.You can't simply switch
from a "practical" teach ing style (pages 1-84), and then just forget that mid-book (pages 85-182 roughly)
and begin presenting raw VHDL programming code for no reason, and without any introduction or
explanation.Some elements of the reserve beyond web page 183 are probaby usable on their own, but they
are mostly regurgitating other's FPGA projects, which you can find on the websites. Rather, it presents
"eight interesting FPGA projects that will help develop a few of the skills you will have to really begin
exploring this thrilling world of turning software into hardware through FPGA technology. a little good
info.. Overly general, just a little good details. Left me wanting more depth.
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